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TVET EGYPT WEBSITE FEEDBACK 

1. The navigation bar is still too big - and there's still a lot of space between it and the 
edges of the page on either side. (Width became 90% instead of 80%) 

 

2. The font of "Contact us" in the navigation bar looks uneven. What do you mean 
uneven? (Most probably it’s the font itself) 

 

3. The home page banner is still too big. (became 72vh instead of 82vh) 
 

4. The image banners inside the website are also still too big and should (according to 
the design) be proportionately smaller (in height) than the home page design. 
(became 65vh instead of 72vh) 

 

5. Let's please ensure consistency in font sizes/uses of bold. some parts of the text 
look bigger than others. Please specify which parts/pages? (Most probably it’s the 
font itself) 

 

6. Can we please reduce the height of the gold disclaimer on the bottom of the 
website? (height became 143px instead of 159px) 

 

7. Can we please reduce the height of the blue around the infographic section on the 
homepage and on the “About the programme” page.  (became 469px instead of 
520px) 

 

8. The color of the "Market impact" Infographic is a bit too pale.  What’s pale? the 
icons or background? (Most probably they want solid background-color) 

 

9. Can we amend the animation of infographics to be more dynamic? (ex: in the 
"About TVET Egypt", if we're clicking on an arrow to the right, then the numbers 
should slide to the right, not appear and disappear).  (Done slide left instead of fading 
in and out) 

 

10. In the "About TVET Egypt" infographic, where are the rest of the numbers and 
icons from the content? we were missing the rest of the numbers summarized in 
3-4 words. It could be updated through the backend. (CPT has been added 
TVETEgypt impacts) 
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11. Across the website, the content is not fully correct – there are parts of the text 
different than the approved content document. (Can they please specify which parts 
in order to change it without the need to check the whole content) 

 
12.  Also, across the website "TVET Egypt" is what should be bold, since it's the name of 

the program - not 'TVET' on its own. This was reflected in the content document. 
Please change this across.  what if TVET was mentioned on its own? (TVET Egypt 
only became bold instead of TVET) 

 

13.  For Sectors of Focus - is it possible to make sure that development wise (in the 
future), PIU will have the option to make each sector clickable and this can open a 
new page.  (Added permalink to each sector of focus)  

 

14.  Can we make the text on the banners on inside pages editable? everything is 
editable if you have adequate technical skills. (Ask Muhannad) 

15.  Impact Egypt numbers to be dynamic from Admin Panel (CPT has been added 
TVETEgypt impacts) 

Mobile version comments: 

- Under implementing partners, can we put arrows on either side of the logos to 
show that more will be appearing? (Arrows added) 

 

- Under “grants”, the placement of the logos of each grant looks awkward. Can we 
enhance this a bit, please? (Content is centered on mobile) 

 

- The TVET Egypt impact looks too huge/spread out. 
-  
- Under “purpose, mission, vision, values” – can we highlight more when one of them 

is “selected”.  (background-color and color changed back and forth) 
 

- In the drop-down menu, the items under “Technical education and vocational 
training” are not bold, while the items under “areas of intervention” are bold. 
Please make the latter not bold and make the main navigation bar items bold 
(Technical education and vocational training, areas of intervention, Get Involved, 
Media Center, FAQs, Contact Us. 

 

- In the navigation bar, please capitalize “us” in contact us. (Done) 
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- Also, in the drop-down menu, can we visually distinguish between. Missing the rest 
of the comment?  

 

- All relevant comments above apply. 
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